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Festivals are the important events in life. These bring the joy and fun to recharge us for the new
challenges of life.  But there are many other ways also that can deliver same excitement to make
our daily life more pleasant. By buying low cost elegant looking utility items, you can add freshness
to your daily life. When we explore the possibilities under this category, glasses come at top under
table ware collection upgrade. There may be other options too but these have better utility potential
in daily life of everyone. The ever increasing sales of branded glasses establish this aspect. That is
why we witness new range of most of reputed brands at every season. A set of Moroccan Tea
Glasses is one such option to upgrade tableware collection anytime.

Moroccan Tea Glasses are getting tremendous popularity in each fashion smart community
because of their unique traditional design. These look like a table decor and can be used with other
existing crockery.  Their colorful design makes the table space pleasant and exciting. You as a host
will feel pride for entertaining the guests in royal Moroccan style.

Each of 6 Moroccan Tea Glasses set has the beverage capacity of 5 fl. Oz and measures about 4
inches tall. These are traditional, stylish and charming way to serve the beverages. The users feel
great sipping their beverage in these royal art glasses. These are handmade & hand painted
artistically with Moroccan art. Moroccan Tea Glasses come with one colorful band surrounding the
ornate golden Moroccan design. The band is usually made in different complimenting colors like
purple, blue, orange, red, green and yellow. This glass set seems not less than the shelf decor. Real
Moroccan glassware art distinguishes your kitchen collection.

Some people take these another variant of Marrakesh Tea Glasses that too comes as set of 6 in
assorted solid colors. The colorful Marrakesh glass set comes as three pairs of glasses in different
colors- two pale blue, two light yellow and two dusty rose. Though these too are excellent tableware
decor but Moroccan Tea Glasses have been preferred choice of cultural art lovers. Moroccan
Glasses set is the perfect choice for festive shopping and anytime gift. As these are made of
specially treated glass, so cold and hot both kinds of beverages can be served in style. Just have a
look over this glass set and you will be convinced with the beauty.  If you are planning to gift
Moroccan Tea Glasses ask for customized packing.
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